
 
 
Capital Area Transportation Authority Selects Constellation Software's Trapeze Subsidiary  
  

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, April 2, 2009 – Trapeze Software Inc. ("Trapeze"), a subsidiary of 

Constellation Software Inc. (TSX: CSU) and a leading provider of intelligent transportation 

systems (ITS) and mobile technologies is pleased to announce that it has signed a significant 

contract with Capital Area Transportation Authority (“CATA”) of Lansing, Michigan for 

provision of a comprehensive fixed route and paratransit ITS solution along with several 

additional software solutions to further extend their integrated Trapeze transit enterprise system. 

 

The Trapeze ITS solution for CATA includes a number of in-vehicle technologies for nearly 250 

paratransit, fixed route and supervisory vehicles, integrated with CATA’s existing back-office 

scheduling, dispatching, traveler information and operations management solutions from Trapeze.  

 

As well, CATA has selected several additional Trapeze software solutions to further enhance 

their integrated transit enterprise system including bus stop management, driver training and 

monitoring and a business intelligence tool designed to meet the specific needs of transit 

operations. 

 

Capital Area Transportation Authority (CATA) is the regional public transportation provider for 

the Greater Lansing area. 

 

About Trapeze Software Inc. 

Trapeze delivers solutions that consider the full 360 degrees of passenger transport. Whether 

addressing the needs of a single department, an entire organization, or the community, Trapeze 

provides some of the most advanced software, intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and mobile 

technologies in the industry. Hundreds of government and commercial organizations across North 

America, Europe and Asia Pacific have turned to Trapeze to realize efficiencies, enhance the 

quality and scope of their services, and safely transport more people with less cost. For further 

information on Trapeze Software Inc., please visit http://www.trapezegroup.com, or call 905-629-

5297. 

 

About Constellation Software Inc. 

Constellation’s common shares are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol 

“CSU”. Constellation Software is an international provider of market leading software and 

services to a number of industries across both the public and private sectors. Constellation 

acquires, manages and builds vertical market software businesses that provide mission-critical 

software solutions to address the specific needs of its customers in those industries. 

 

 

For further information, contact: 

John Billowits, Chief Financial Officer, Constellation Software Inc. 

Tel: (416) 861-2279 

info@csisoftware.com 

www.csisoftware.com 


